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Space debris is bad

No, not yet. Mir + Space debris impact



Most objects in space are junk

Spatial distribution



Global Space Situational Awareness
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2 observing modes:

● Tracking known objects
○ High freq
○ Small FoV

● Detecting  unknown/lost obj
○ Lower freq
○ Large FoV

Radar needs TX = $$

Can we use  existing infrastructure?



Passive radar



Tingay 2013 - MWA 32T - image based
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Prabu 2019 - MWA 128T - image based

Duchifat 1 detected by accident by Zhang

Cubesat launched by Israeli HS students

145 MHz downlink

~600 km altitude

(in prep)
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Palmer 2017 - MWA 128T - voltage mode

Correlate spatially ⇒ az/el images Correlate in time/freq ⇒  d/v images
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Palmer 2017 - MWA 128T - voltage mode
(10.1109/RADAR.2017.7944483)



Hennessy 2019 - MWA128T - voltage mode

Higher resolution

Migration now an issue

(in prep)
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Hennessy 2019 - MWA128T - voltage mode

Higher resolution

Migration now an issue

Keystone mitigates migration

Chirp/accel also required

(in prep)



Future plans

1. Orbit reconstruction from a single pass
2. Explore limits of size/velocity/distance
3. Use  MWA to monitor space debris
4. Use MWA to detect space debris


